STOLEN VESSEL
2003 22’ Chaparral SSI220

• Hull: Cream w/black
• Upholstery: Cream
• Canvas: Black
• Carpet: Tan
• Open Bow
• Bimini Top: Black
• Wood grain dash
• Engine: 2003 Mercruiser 5.0 MPI I/O
  • Engine Serial #: OM602876
  • Outdrive Serial #: OM462595
  • Transom Serial #: OM550605

HIN #: FGBZ10149203  Sth Carolina Reg #: SC 5909 BP

LOCATION: Afloat -- Horsehead Point; Seneca, SC
DATE OF INCIDENT: June 30, 2004
POLICE AGENCY: Oconee County Sheriff (864) 638-4111
POLICE REPORT #: 0403021

$3,500.00 REWARD $3,500.00

A reward is being offered by the insurance company for information leading to the safe return and recovery of the above vessel. Assured, relatives of assured, and employees of entity offering reward, are ineligible for reward for recovery. With any information, call collect and immediately notify your local law enforcement agency.
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